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Christine Caragianis Broadbridge
     Academic entrepreneur and STEM advocate 

         By Humaira Taz 

The words “professor of physics” 
and “entrepreneur” rarely appear 

in the same sentence, let alone de-
scribe the same person. However, one 

Broadbridge, a professor of physics at 

-

has built various programs that have established partnerships 
between industry and academic institutes to provide students in 

accomplished this while establishing research programs resulting 
in numerous publications and grant-funded initiatives. 

-
pleted her undergraduate degree in electrical engineering at the 

and materials science-focused PhD degree in engineering at Brown 

engaging in STEM at an early age. While an undergraduate student, 

research was considered unusual at that time, she was involved in 

importantly, the application of knowledge to solve problems, with 

This resulted in the establishment of a surface science center, as 
-

-
ship aimed at providing opportunities for research engagement to 
women and underrepresented groups in STEM. 

faculty, and undergraduate students together. These changes brought 

-

Department, had the potential for continued research and program 
development. This was the beginning of her collaboration with 

-
tion, engaging thousands of students, teachers, and the public in 

-

BioScience industry.

-

-

results of her work gives her the drive to keep moving forward.

that was when my two children were born,” she remarked with 
-

not only broadened participation in STEM from different groups, 

interdisciplinary platform that seeks to get students more involved 
in solving practical problems,” she mentioned.

every day is to engage students in cutting-edge research and their real-
world applications via internships with industry partners. The impact 
can be life changing, especially for students from underrepresented 

building programs based on that very successful model. Today, we 
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Humaira Taz is a Bredesen Center Research Fellow at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville.


